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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessments – both graded and ungraded - are an integral part of every course.     Assessments are critical for several reasons, including i) they motivate students to study and learn; ii) they help faculty understand where students are confused and allow faculty to adjust instruction to ensure learning; and iii) they provide evidence that students are, in fact, learning.During our upcoming “Designing Effective Assessments and Best Grading Practices” session, we will introduce a simple model that helps faculty design assessments that motivate, measure and encourage learning. The model is based on the idea that assessments should be tightly linked to learning goals for students. It is built on four related components: Assessment should require thinking; good exams are a wonderful learning experience for students.Develop learning goalsSelect appropriate assessments Design assessments that are linked to such goalsGrade assessments. 
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Assessment Basics



Assessment basics – why we assess

Formative assessments Summative assessments

 Knowledge about the 
topic

 Motivation level
 Understanding of main 

points
 Class preparation
 Problems students may 

have with material

 Measures student 
achievement and 
proficiency

 Usually implemented at 
the end of unit or course

 If used to inform future 
teaching, considered 
formative, too.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of formative assessment is to gather feedback that can be used by the instructor and the students to guide improvements in the ongoing teaching and learning.The goal of summative assessment is to measure the level of success or proficiency that has been obtained at the end of an instructional unit, by comparing it against some standard.



Assessment basics
 Examples of Formative 

assessment….
 Examples of Summative 

assessment….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants for examples of each kind of assessmentHere are some examplesFormativeAsking students to submit one or two sentences identifying the main point of a lectureHave students submit an outline for a paper or even a paperEarly course evaluationsHome workSummative:Midterm examAssigning a grade to a final examCritique of a Senior recitalUniversity Faculty Course Evaluations



Aligning Assessments with 
Learning Objectives



Alignment

Learning objectives should 
guide the selection and 
design of assessments

When assessments and 
learning objectives are 
aligned,  good grades will 
likely represent good 
learning

Learning 
objectives

Instructional
activities

Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Once you have developed a set of course learning goals, it’s time to begin thinking about linking them to the rest of your course and to assessments, in particular.Begin by answering the question: “What evidence do I need to know that my students have met the goals for this course?”The primary source of evidence of learning will come from the assessments (course assignments) that students produce.The work each student produces is called direct evidence of learning. This is likely the best way to evaluate learning in most courses.Indirect evidence of learning is seen in things like course evaluations where a student might comment that they “learned a lot.” The “evidence” you will be looking for will be familiar (papers, exams, presentations) but now you want to connect the course goals to the assessments. Below is an example of a learning goal from a current Haas course: “Critique how managers make decisions under conditions of uncertainty.” An exam is probably not the best way to assess learning in relation to this goal. The key word in the goal is “Critique.” When selecting assessments consider the constraints of your course (class size, expertise of the students, workload for faculty, students, GSI’s).Can your students successfully meet a goal through one assessment?Can multiple goals be included in a single, more complex assessment?



Assessment Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used across disciplines in technical, profession and theoretical contexts for learners of all agesOnly use techniques that you feel useful and if seems to align with disciplineStart small and build up.  This is not meant to add a lot of complication, just to give you and the students a larger sample set for assessing the progress of student learning



Assessment Techniques
 Choose an assignment where student responses will 

influence your teaching and provide feedback for their 
learning

 Test the assessment task on yourself (or a colleague)

 Plan your evaluation and feedback, e.g. groups of GAMN

 Communicate to students so that they can learn from the 
assessment, e.g. summary of class answers or examples of 
best answers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trying the assessment ahead of time ensures that the assessment makes sense and is valid and that you have given students enough time to complete the taskGAMN = GreatAdequateMarginalNot passing



Written 
assessments

Analysis and 
critical thinking 

skills

Recall and 
understanding of 

topics

Synthesis and 
creative thinking

Concept Maps ✔ ✔ ✔

Word Journal ✔ ✔

Analytic Memos ✔ ✔

Empty Outline ✔

What’s the Principle ✔ ✔ ✔

Applications Cards ✔ ✔

Based on Classroom Assessment Techniques by Angelo and Cross, 1993

Assessment Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s turn to the handout that has recommended classroom assessment techniques….



Informal
assessments

Analysis and 
critical thinking 

skills

Recall and 
understanding of 

topics

Synthesis and 
creative thinking

Polling ✔

Think-Pair-Share ✔

Dynamic list of 
Questions

✔ ✔ ✔

Online Reactions ✔

Muddiest Point ✔

1 Minute Paper ✔

Based on Classroom Assessment Techniques by Angelo and Cross, 1993

Assessment Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s turn to the handout that has recommended classroom assessment techniques….



Choosing Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used across disciplines in technical, profession and theoretical contexts for learners of all agesOnly use techniques that you feel useful and if seems to align with disciplineStart small and build up.  This is not meant to add a lot of complication, just to give you and the students a larger sample set for assessing the progress of student learning



Choosing Assessments
 Identify the learning 

objective
 Consider the students 

(background, level)
 Constraints workload for 

faculty/GSI, class size)
 Can your students 

demonstrate learning 
through one assessment?

 Can multiple goals be 
included in a single, more 
complex assessment?

Learning 
objectives

Instructional
activities

Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The moment of assessment is after the learning activity.  Knowing what the learning objective was, find the assessment techniques that matches the demands of the objective



Learning Goal Instructional 
Strategy

Assessment

Apply Porter’s 
Five Forces model 
for Industry 
Analysis

• In-class 
demonstration

• Group 
homework

???

Critique how 
managers make 
decisions under 
conditions of 
uncertainty 

• Case discussion
• Homework 
questions

???

Articulate the 
economic 
principle of Supply 
and Demand

• Lecture
• Reading in text

???

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For class discussionIf time, link to Course Design Template and give participants an opportunity to apply for their own course by selecting one topic, etc.



Grading vs. Assessment



Grading vs.
Assessment

• Assessment is a broader 
term that includes graded 
and ungraded activities

• Assessment evaluates 
learning and/or teaching 
outcomes

• The grade could include 
evaluation of behaviors or 
activities that do not 
explicitly measure learning, 
(e.g. attendance)

• Assessment/Learning 
should be highly 
correlated

Assessments

Graded 
activities

Grading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broadly speaking assessments evaluate what students have learned or understoodAn ungraded assessment is low stakes and can be used to correct course, indicate when revision is needed or provide feedback for continual improvement by students OR facultyGraded activities can be used as assessments of what students have learned or if teaching methods were effective, but by assigning a grade they ALSO indicate accomplishment against a standard or learning objective.



Grading practices



Grading practices

Types of graded assignments contribute different weights 
toward course grade:

 Homework
 Multiple choice and matching exams
 Problem set tests
 Short answer and essay tests
 Papers (including written case analyses)
 Presentations (individual and group)
 Research projects (individual and group)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grading to indicate achievement of learning resultsHomework that is not counted toward grade tends to be ignored – if it is too heavily graded cheating becomes a problemECON:  70% of grade from MT and Final; Remainder relates to homework, class participation, etc.MKTG (CASE BASED CLASS):  50% CLASS PART., 50% CASEELECTIVES VS. COREELECTIVES OFTEN TIMES HAVE PROJECTS (E.G., ENTREPRENEURSHIP CLASS)Established course learning goals and a good set of assessments for the course lead to grading.   Consider these best practices associated with grading: Use your course syllabus as the primary tool for conveying information to students about your grading process. Avoid making any adjustments to syllabus after your students have received it. Balance student workload throughout the course. Provide enough opportunities for students to demonstrate what they are learning. At the same time avoid overloading students with too much work or work that isn’t relevant. Use the established course goals for an anchor when deciding how much work to assign. Rely on the criteria you have established for each assignment as a “grading guide” when you begin the grading process. (The “criteria” are the components of each goal and the graded weight you identified earlier)  Make every effort to grade fairly. The process we have discussed in this workshop helps your course structure to be transparent. Providing students with learning goals, clear assessment descriptions, and grading criteria based on the components of each goal also gives you a tool for grading fairly. (See grading rubric)



Grading practices

General strategies
 Begin by focusing on learning objectives
 Use a variety of testing formats
 Decide what to assess
 Test HOT skills other than recall
 Provide students with useful feedback (not just the grade)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variety of testing formats to allow for variety in students strengths/comfort levelAssigning a grade for an assessment is rarely enough information for students. Attempt to provide rich feedback to each student; even the “A” students deserve praise beyond the grade. As you grade assessments and provide written feedback to students, set aside examples of the range of grades (A, B, C). Later, review these examples as a basis of comparison for all of the graded assessments. This process is another way to ensure fair grading. In tough situations where you are not sure about assigning a specific grade, seek the advice of your colleagues or consult with Haas’ Center for Teaching Excellence. Talk with someone who has taught the course or a similar course. Share all of your assessment and grading practices with your GSIs and co-teachers.Decide what to assess – refer to list of verbsRefer to match between assessments and LO.s



Grading practices

Grading and performance rubrics
 Scoring tool that explicitly states performance 

expectations
 Divides assignment into component parts
 Can be used both for scoring and to provide feedback
 Used for paper assignments, projects, oral presentations, 

class participation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rubrics used to create fairness (measure all component parts) and also to provide feedback/justification for the assigned grade to studentsLet’s take a look at some rubricsWritten case analysis



Berkeley - Haas Grading Guidelines

Grade Undergraduate
Core

MBA
Core

A 5% 15%

A- 10 20

B+ 20 30

B 30 20

B- 20 15% (B- or below)

C+ 10

C 4

C- or below 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Past:  Haas does not have any overall policy toward grading for electives, since they vary so much (by content and by instructor).  We do publish grade distributions for every program each year, however, here, so that faculty can ‘compare’ what they are doing with what everyone else is doing.Now:  Intention to become more rigorous…grades for electives can be up to 10% higher than core grades  Elected governance committee of the faculty (P2) is currently discussing options for tightening up our grading standards.
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